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Grade 7 Pamphlet 

 フタャや りケミクョノよゅシャや 
 るΑコΑヤィルΗや るピヤャや–  ヴャヱぺ りケゎプ 
 

 るΑコΑヤィルΗや るピヤャ ュΑヤシ キャゅカ ノホヱョ 
 

 راピ┷〞  و│┕رベ｠ぅت ‶┃》‒┶〞 و╆┗╊╅ أ╊┷ベب ╊┻‒ぅ〞و╂‒ا┶┕ 『┗ا اぅ ┵╂‒ﾇ╃┕م ╊╅ ╆╉ ‶ベ┃ｼ ベ┊』 x ا╊╋┻〞 اぅ┛ぇ╋ﾍっ〞 ‶〉 ‶┗╆┙ات وا┒┃｟ベرات وポ‒رぅ‒ポ》━ و‶┿┙دات 

 

 

   ュΑヤシ キャゅカ /キやキハや 
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Unit 1 

Family and Friends 
 

れやキゲヘヨャやVocabulary  
 

 ┍ぇ┟┾ Adj spacious ورك N hip 

━╂デ‶ Adj temporary 〞ぇ┎ا┙┊ 〞ぇ╋[┶ N operation 

‒[ぇ╇┞いن اベ╇┞ N Inuit  ك┙┏┃‶ ぃ┞┙╆ N wheelchair 

ベ┦‒┧┒ Adv especially ┕ぇ╃ぅ V limit 

┕┪ Prep. against 〞╂ベ┶っي ا┕┏┃‶ Adj physically challenged 

〞ブぇ｠╊ا ╁ぅ┕┦ Adj eco-friendly ┗ぅ┗╊ Adj delicious 

 ベ┻‶ N adventure‶┙ة N source ‶┧┕ر 

 N attic ┞》┕رة    

 
Grammar ギハやヲボャや 
 

’s    〞ぇ╇╋[╋╊ 
 

o  م┕┓┃┟〉 〞ぇ╇╋[╋╊(’s)  :を╋ぅ ベ[╆ ベ【╋｠╂ ا╊┣┓┥ ا╊┗ي ╅╋‶ ベ』┕┷ポ ا╊┗ي ¨┞いأن ا ｵ｠│ ك  و‒╋ﾇا ¨┞いا ╉｠╂ ┵┪‒│ ┅ぇ┎ 
 

 Wafaa’s book  ءベ┾ب وベ┃╆ 

 ╂╋¨ Mohammed’s pen  ┕[ﾊ   ╊┃┕ل ┶╋を اｵポ  〞ぇ╇╋ﾇ اベ┫│(’s) ｵﾃいف ال 

 Men’s shoes  〞ぅ┗┎ل أベ┊ر 

 Boys’ clothes دいأو ┝ポう‶  فベ┫│( ’ )  ب ぃ【┃《‶ ┵ﾀ ولゅا ¨┞いن ا‒╇ぅ ベ‶┕《┶ ｵﾃいا ｵポ( s ) 

 

Choose the correct answer: 
            My (father car – father’s car – fathers’ car) broke down yesterday. So, he drove my 
(mother’s car – mothers’ car – car’s mother). Although my (parents cars – parents’ cars – 
parent’s car) are modern, my father likes to use my mother’s. 

So / Neither 
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   ュギガわジゎ(so)  リΒバョ モバプ ヶプ ソゅガセぺ リΒよ ペプやヲわャや ギΒミほわャ  :モバプ ゅワギバよ ヶゎほΑ ヱ 

   ュギガわジゎ(neither)  :モバプ ゅワギバよ ヶゎほΑ ヱ リΒバョ モバプ ヶプ ソゅガセや リΒよ フΚわカΙや ギΒミほわャ 
 

= I have got a camera.                    = So have I. 
= I can speak English.                    = So can I. 
= I will buy a car.                           = So will I. 
= I haven’t got a car.                      = Neither have I. 
= Faten isn’t American.                  = Neither is Nora. 
= I like fish.                                    = So do I. / So does Ali.  
= She cooked meat.                        = So did I. 

 
Have you got? / I’ve got / I haven’t got 

 
= Have you got a new dress? 
= Yes, I have.                 = No, I haven’t. 
 

 :れやケゅダわカΙや ヂバよ ょャゅトャや サケギΑ = 
 

is not = isn’t can not = can’t 
has not = hasn’t you have = you’ve 

will not = won’t we are = we’re 

are not = aren’t we would = we’d 

 

Exercises  れゅらΑケギゎ 
I- Vocabulary 

 
A- Choose the right answer from a, b, c and d:  

 

1- An igloo is a ……………………. house made of ice. 
a- handicapped  b- wooden  c- temporary  d- delicious 

2- Handicapped people use a …………………….to move from place to place. 
     a- source    b- operation c- wheelchair  d- attic 

3- We have a……………………. courtyard in the middle where my family get together.  
a- Delicious   b- physical  c- temporary  d- spacious 

4- My mother always cooks ……………………. food. 
a- handicapped  b- wooden  c- temporary  d- delicious 

  
 
B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
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physically – adventure – limit – wheelchair – source  
b- My brother always climbs mountains. He loves …………………. 
c- My uncle walks every day, so he is…………………. fit. 
d- Helping the poor is a/an …………………. of happiness. 
e- After the operation, my friend uses a/an…………………. 

 
Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 
 
          Money is very important for life. Parents can spend it on their kids and on the house 
affairs. They can buy everything that their children need. They can buy food, drinks, clothes, 
furniture and cars. People earn money by working at all different kinds of jobs. You can earn 
money even if you are a child. You can paint a picture, make a card or design a poster to sell 
them to the others. You can use the money you earn to buy all your needs. Also, you can 
save it in the bank or at home. 
 
         It is a fact that money is of two types; paper money, which is made of special paper and 
coins which are made from different kinds of metal. Money is a blessing if people use it in a 
good way. It is harmful at the same time if people use it in wars or to hurt each other. Some 
people think that money is everything in life. But that is wrong because many people don't 
have money, but they can live a happy life.   
 
a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:   
 
1- What is the best title for the passage? 
     a- Work          b- Kinds of Money  c- Happiness  d- Money and Life 
2- The word " blessing " in the 2nd paragraph means: 
      a- gift            b- curse                    c- disaster d- adventure 
3-The pronoun "they" in the 1st paragraph refers to: 
      a- children       b- parents                c- clothes      d- jobs 
4- Money can be saved in: 
      a- schools.      b-safe places            c-pools          d-courts  
5-Money is: 
   a-always useful                               b- useful if it is used well 
   c-always harmful                              d- always destroying   
6-The purpose of the writer in this passage is to: 
     a- focus on the fact that money isn't everything.       b- show that happiness is in money                
     c- convince us with the importance of money.          d- tell us that money has types.              
 
 
b) Answer the following questions: 
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7- What are the different sources to get money? 
.................................................................................................................................................. 
.................................................................................................................................................. 
 
8- Why is money useful and harmful at the same time? 
................................................................................................................................................... 
................................................................................................................................................... 
 

II - Writing 
Grammar 

A- Choose the correct answer: 
        I can see Mr. (Ahmed – Ahmed’s – Ahmeds’) car in front of our home. He (haven’t got 
– hasn’t got – don’t have) any in his hands. He (’s – ’re – ’m) coming towards us. 

 
B- Do as shown between Brackets: 
4- My favourite thing is the computer.                           (Ask a question)  
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
5- I’ve got glasses.                                                                    (Negative) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Writing 
Plan and write an article of (8 sentences) about ''Handicapped People'' explaining the 
problems they face and how we can help them. You can use the following guide words: 

injured / wheelchairs / difficult / strange way / laugh / help / love 
 

The Plan 

Write your topic here 

Handicapped People 
   

   

Problems they face   How we can help them  
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''Handicapped People'' 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 

C. Spelling 
 

Re-write the underlined words correctly: 

1-I live here for a tmeoprray time.                                                       

…………................................. 

2-The Eco- friendly are always anagist destroying nature.                   

…………................................. 

3-My mother always cooks dleicoius food.                                           

…………................................. 

4-We have a sapicuos playground at school.                                         

…………................................. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Unit 2 
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Sports and Activities 

 
Vocabulary  れやキケヘョャや 

 

 ザヘレわャや るよヲらルほよ ソヲピΑ V snorkel れやギバョ N equipment  
 るΒジレィ N nationality  ゅョゅヨゎ Adj quite  

リΒホゅバョ るッゅΑケ N   para-sport ょバヤョ N pitch  
ギΑギハ Adj numerous  コゲエΑ V score  

 るΒルゅムョや N potential  ユムェ N referee  
 るΑやギらャや ヶプ Adj initially   ¬ゅヨャや ヴヤハ アャゴわΑ V waterski  

 ベヲヘわΑ V excel   ウョケ N javelin  
ザプゅレョ N rival   ヶボよ–  るΒハゅよケ るィやケキ N quad bike  

 
Grammar  キハやヱボャや 

Present Simple  ヅΑシよャや ネケゅッョャや 
 

 و ぅ┃╇‒ن ‶〉 ا╊┃┧┙ぅ┽ اゅول ╆]ぃ╋ぅ ベ:  (Facts)و اｪ┷ぅ(Habits)  ╁ピベ╃ﾅ ز‶〉 اベ┫ﾇرع ا╊｟┟ぇ┭ ┶〉 ا╊┷ベدات ا╊ベ┳┃〉〈 ベ【╋┷┿〉 ｰم  
 

 I pray at the mosque every day.       (Habit) 
 A dog has four legs.                          (Fact) 

 
  ╉┷┿╋╊ ┽ぇ┫〉(s)   ┕┷ポ ءベ┊ اذا(he – she – it) او أي ا┞¨ ‶┿┙د : 

 Ahmed usually prays in the mosque. 
 Laila always helps her mum. 
 This shop sells necklaces. 

 ┵‶ ┭ぇ┟｠╊رع اベ┫ﾇا uロ: 
 

 ゅヨもやキ always モミ every…. 
 ゅルゅΒェや sometimes  りキゅハ usually 

 
  ┵┫〉 ┭ぇ┟｠╊رع اベ┫ﾇز‶〉 ا ぃ┿《╊)do not / does not( ╉┷┿╊ا ╉｠╂ : 

 

with a ball every day. 

play I 
You 
We 

   They don't  play 

plays He   (Ali) 
She (Nora) 

   It     (Cat)    doesn't play 

 
Choose the correct verb: 
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         1- Nora sometimes (play – played – plays) tennis. 
         2- I (eat – ate – eats) meat every day.   
         3- She (live – lives – living) in Kuwait City. 
         4- We (read – reading – reads) English at school. 

 
between brackets:Correct the verbs  

         5- My father always (listen) to the radio.         ………………………………. 
         6- My mother (clean) the house on Mondays.    ………………………………. 
         7- I (visited) my grandparents once a week.        ……………………………….   
         8- We sometimes (sleeps) early.             ……………………………….  

 
Question Forming  メやぽジャや リΑヲムゎ 

 
Question 

 
 

                                    Yes/No Question                        Wh-Question 
                               “Can you speak English?”                 “Where is my pen?” 
 

Yes/No Question: 
:Yes / No  ⇒⇒よ ゅヰわよゅィや ラヲムゎ るョゅハ るヤゃシぺ ヶワ 

Can you speak English?  = Yes, I can.  = No, I can’t. 
Do you like cats?   = Yes, I do.  = No, I don’t. 

=============================================  
:ヶゎΓゅミ(Yes/No question)   モヨハ リムヨΑ  

:ゲもゅヨツャや ゲΒΒピゎ ノョ ギハゅジヨャや モバヘャゅよ メやぽジャや ぺギらル 
Yes, she is wearing a school uniform. 
Is she wearing a school uniform? 
 

Yes, I could carry the heavy box. 
Could you carry the heavy box? 

 :┙ピベ[┫╊ا ｴぇ┻│ ┵‶ ر┕┧ﾇا 〞╊ベﾅ ぃ┞ベ┞ゅا╊┿┷╉ ا ┵┊┙〉 〈ｿ(Do / Does / Did)   ベ┎ x╊〞 إذا | ベ┟‶ ╉┷┾ ┕┊‒ぅ┶┕ 〈｟┕أ ポــ 
 

 do  ラゅミ やクまネケゅツョ モバヘャや  
 does S  ヮよ ネケゅツョ モバヘャや ラゅミ やクま 
 did ヶッゅョ モバヘャや ラゅミ やクま 

 

 Yes, I like eating lamb and rice.   Do you like eating lamb and rice? 
 Yes, my father owns a big company.   Does your father own a big company? 
 Yes, Miss. Manal explained the lesson well. Did Miss. Manal explain the lesson well? 
 No, we didn’t play in the street.   Did you play in the street? 

Make Questions: 
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1- Yes, I have been to Failaka Island?  

………………………………………...……………………………………… 
2- Yes, my sister won the championship.  

………………………………………...……………………………………… 
3- Yes, Nora always gets up early. 

………………………………………...……………………………………… 
 
 

Wh-Question 

:キギエョ ¬ヶセ リハ メほジゎヱ ュゅヰヘわシや れゅヨヤムよ ぺギらゎ るヤゃシぺ ヶワ 
 

 ╆╋]ベت اベ【┿┃┞いم 

What  ذاベ‶ When  ｯ‶ Where   〈ぅأ Why   ذاベﾇ 
How   ┽ぇ╆ How many  د┕┶ ¨╆ How much  ¨╆ 〞ぇ[╆/┙┷┞  How often ة┙‶ ¨╆ 

        

 اベ┷┾ゅل اベ┟ﾇ┶┕ة 
am is are was were can could will 

would shall should may might have has had 

 

:リョ メやぽジャや ラヲムわΑ 
1 2 3 

 ュゅヰヘわシや るヨヤミ ギハゅジョ モバプ  るよゅィΙや ラヱギよ るヤヨイャや ヶホゅよ 
   

Mohammed is eating fish. 

What  is Mohammed eating 

Sama will travel to Egypt. 

Where  will Sama travel? 

Ahmed can run fast. 

How  can Ahmed run? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 ぃ┞ベ┞ゅا╊┿┷╉ ا ┵┊┙〉 〈ｿ 『╋┦ゅ : (do / does / did)    ベ┎ x╊〞 إذا | ポ uレ ┕┶ベ┟‶ ╉┷┾ ┕┊‒ぅـــ 
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1 2 3 

 ュゅヰヘわシや るヨヤミ ギハゅジョ モバプ  ヶホゅよ るよゅィΙや ラヱギよ るヤヨイャや  

   

They play football in the club. 

Where   do they play football? 

Amal likes travelling in summer. 

When  does Amal like travelling? 

I went to the market to buy a shirt. 

Why  did you go to the market. 

 
Connectors = and - but - or - also 

 テよやヱゲャや 
 
 and     )ヴャヱΕや るヤヨイヤャ ヴレバョ るΒルゅんャや るヤヨイャや ブΒツゎ ゅョギレハ リΒわヤヨィ テよゲゎ( ヱ 

 
Sara got up early. She helped her mother. 
Sara got up early and she helped her mother. 
 

 but    ブャゅガョ ヶレバョ るΒルゅんャや るヤヨイャや ブΒツゎ ゅョギレハ( リムャ )ヴャヱΙや るヤヨイヤャ  
 
Ola likes fish. Nora doesn’t like fish. 
Ola likes fish, but Nora doesn’t like fish. 

 
   or      ヱぺュギガわジゎ(  )リΑゲョぺ リΒよ ゲΒΒガわヤャ  

                    We can travel to Lebanon. We can travel to Egypt. 
travel to Egypt. orWe can travel to Lebanon                      

 
   also      )リΒバョ モヨハ ギΒミほわャ ュギガわジゎ( ゅツΑぺ  

        Mr. Nadir is a footballer. He writes books. 
writes books. alsoMr. Nadir is a footballer and          

 
 モバヘヤャ フゅツΑ *(ing) :ユシゅミ ュギガわジΒャ 

 
is my favourite hobby.  Drawing         

        Sailing is Amal’s favourite sport. 
 
 
 

Exercises   れゅよΑケキゎ 
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Reading -I 
 

A- Choose the right answer from a, b, c and d:  
 
1- We should use good breathing……………………. for cave diving. 

a- rival  b- javelin   c- pitch   d- equipment 
2- I couldn’t go out because the weather was……………………. cold. 
     a-quite  b- especially  c- initially   d- physically 
3- What is your ……………………. ? - I am Japanese. 

a- referee  b- nationality  c- attic   d- adventure 
a- Kuwait National Team……………………. two goals yesterday. 

a- waterskied  b- located   c- scored   d- excelled 
5- Nada likes riding a ……………………. on the beach. 

a- source  b- quad bike  c- adventure  d- hip 
 
B- Fill the spaces with words from the list: 

 
referee – snorkel – para-sport – numerous – rival  

6- My father travelled to ……………………. countries. 
7- Ahmed Al-Mutairi is a Kuwaiti……………………. athlete. 
8-  A……………………. controls the football match. 
9- The strong boxer beat his …………………….and won the game. 

 
ReadingComprehension  

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 
 
         People have been inventing things for years. Paper was invented about 2,000 years ago. 
The wheel was invented more than 5,000 years ago. What would life be like without paper to 
write on or bikes to ride? Those inventions have made life easier. 
The Wright brothers invented the first airplane in December 1903. Before the airplane was 
invented, most people traveled by cars, boats, and trains. Today, airplanes help people travel 
faster.  
          Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone in 1876. Before the telephone was 
invented, people kept in touch by writing letters or talking in person. Today, the telephone 
makes it easier for people to talk to one another. The first car was invented by Karl Benz in 
1891. Before people had cars, they couldn't travel easily. They walked or rode horses for 
short trips . They took trains or boats for long trips. Computer was built in 1946. Today, 
people use computers to write, get information, and much more.  
 
 
a) Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
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1- What is the best title for the passage? 
     a- Great Inventions          b- Famous People       c- Computers          d- Science  
2- The word " trips  " in the 2nd paragraph means: 
     a- journeys                      b- visits                         c- conferences        d- adventures                                                            
3- The pronoun" they " in the 2nd paragraph refers to: 
     a- trips                            b- people                       c- cars                     d- trains                   
4- People travelled by ………. In the past. 
     a- cars, boats, and trains                                   b- ships, boats, and trains 
     c- cars, boats, and planes                                 d-trains, boats and rockets 
5-Scientists have invented ........................ for people. 
     a-cars and trains                                                b-great inventions 
     c-computers and the net                                    d-printing machines 
6- The writer's purpose in the passage is to: 
     a- show that inventions make our life easy      b- tell us that inventions are complicated         
     c- say that inventions make our life boring      d- focus on the fact that life is very hard  
 
b) Answer the following questions:  
7-How did people communicate in the past? 
................................................................................................................................................. 
 
8-What is a computer used for? 
................................................................................................................................................. 
 

Grammar 
A- Choose the correct answer: 
 

Salwa always (cook – cooks – cooked) the lunch. She (don’t – didn’t – doesn’t) like 
fast food. She likes eating fish, (and – but – so) her friend Mona prefers eating meat. (Do – 
Did – Does) you prefer fast food? 

 
B- Do as shown between brackets: 

4- I go to school at half past seven.                          (Ask a question)  
………………………………………………………………………………………………
Nasser watches TV in the evening.                              (Negative) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………
Ahmed likes sport. Ali doesn’t like sport.    (Join using: but) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 

Writing  
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Plan and write an article of two paragraphs (8) sentences about (Cave Diving) showing 
things you need and how you can be a good cave diver.   
The following guide words are for help: 

dangerous – equipment – blue line – good teacher – listen – hold – follow) 
Planning 

Write your topic here 
Cave Diving 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

C. Spelling 
Re-write the underlined words correctly: 
1-The rfeeere controls the match.                                                      ................................ 
 
2-In water sports you can wtarksei and snorkel. ................................. 
 
3-I'm quite happy to have nmureuos activities at school. ................................ 
 
4-A diver needs some preparations and euqimenpt to go diving.     ............................... 

Cave Diving 
   

   

Things I need  How I can be a good cave diver 
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Unit 3 - School Life 

 

れやキゲヘヨャやVocabulary  
 

 ╉┻┣ぅ / ┙ぅ┕ぅ V run (organize) ┽┧╃‶ N canteen  
 ぃ┊》 / ぃ╂〈 Adj survival  ぃ╋ﾊ Adj local  

╉[┃ﾊ Adv   probably  を╋┶ ┕[┃┷ぅ Ph V depend on  
 ‒╋┃ぅ– ┙╆┗ぅ V recite  اغ┙┾ N leisure  

¨ピう‶ Adj convenient  ベぇ┧┓┢ Adj personally  
ぃ┞و┙┾ Adj equestrian  ╁┾┙‶ N facility  
╉ぇ┋┟│ N registration  ┕ぅｪ╊〈 ╉┞┙ぅ V post 
  N chat room ┺┙┾〞 ا╊┕رد┢〞   ぇ┎ Adj lively‒ي

 
Grammar  ギハやヲボャや 

 ゲヨわジヨャや ネケゅツヨャやPresent continuous 
 

o  :リョ ゲヨわジヨャや ネケゅツヨャや ラヲムわΑ 
 

+ verb + ing 
am I  

is  (キゲヘョ ユシや)He / She / It  

are You / We / They 

             
 I am reading English now. 
 Look, he is watching TV. 
 Listen, they are playing music. 

 
o :ノョ ヶゎほΑヱ ラΙや ゐギエΑ ¬ヶセ ヴヤハ ゲヨわジヨャや ネケゅツヨャや メギΑ 

 

now  نぉا still ال┛ぅ い 

look ┙┳〉أ at the moment 〞┳┏╋╊ا 》┗』 x 

listen ┵[┃┞ا at the present time  ‾ベﾅا╊‒╂━ ا x 
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Choose the correct answer: 
 

1. Now, we (eat – were eating – are eating) our lunch. 
2. Look, they are (run – runs – running – ran) quickly. 
3. Listen, Suzan (speaks – is speaking – are speaking) English. 
4. What are you (do – does – did – doing) now? 

 
Correct the verbs between brackets: 
 

  5. Sara (sleep) now.    ........................................................... 
 6. I'm (read) English now.   ........................................................... 
 7. Where are they (pray)?   ........................................................... 
 8. Look, the boys (write) their lessons. ........................................................... 
 

Adjective and Adverb  
 メゅ⇒⇒⇒⇒エャやヱ るヘ⇒⇒ダャや 

 

Adjective    るヘタャや  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adverb   メゅェャや   

¨┞いا ┽┧│ 〞[╋╆ ぃ』 〞┿┧╊ا╊┿┷╉  ا ┽┧│ 〞[╋╆ ‒』 

ا╊┧┿〞إ{   ا┢┓ベص/أ┢ベぇء/أ‶ベぇ[╆/〈╆ベت ly    〞┾ベ┪Γ uロ ベ｠╊ベ┺  

 quick ┵ぅ┙┞  quickly  〞┶┙┟ポ 
 slow ءぃ┯ポ  slowly ءぃ┯｠ポ 
 nice  ┽ぇ┯╊  nicely  ┽┯╋ポ 
 careful  ر┗┎  carefully  ر┗ｸ 

 happy  ┕ぇ┷┞  happily دةベ┷┟ポ 
 fast ┵ぅ┙┞  fast  〞┶┙┟ポ 
 Hard  ボ┷┦ / دベ┊  hard  〞ポ‒┷┧ポ / ┕ｷ 

 good ┕ぇ┊  well ة┕ぇ┊ 〞╃ぅ┙┯ポ 
 
     He is a slow driver. 

 
     He drives slowly. 

      
     Nora is happy. 

    
     Nora speaks happily 

 
      Ali is good at English. 

 
    Ali speaks English well. 
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:the correct answer Choose 
1- Mrs. Hanan is (nice – nicely). 
2- I go to the club (regular – regularly). 
3- You print so (neat – neatly). 
4- Beethoven was (terrible – terribly) shocked when he lost his hearing. 
5- Can you think of a (good – well) idea to solve the problem. 

 
Correct the following adjective: 

6- My father always drives (careful).    ………………………… 
7- Hassan was (tiredly) after the race.     ………………………… 
8- It was raining (heavy) when we went out.   ………………………… 
9- She plays the piano (perfect).     ………………………… 
10- It is a (dangerously) lake to swim in.    ………………………… 

 
Demonstrative Pronouns 

 りケゅ⇒セΙや ゲもゅヨ⇒ッ 
 

This  キケヘョ( やクワ–    )ゆΑケホ  That  キケヘョ( ポャク–     )キΑバよ  

 
 
 
 
 

This is a book 
 

 
 
 
 
 

That is a cat 

These  ノョィ( ¬Ιぼワ–    )ゆΑケホ  Those  ノョィ( ¬Ιぼワ–    )キΑバよ  

 
  

 
 
 

These are my books. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Those are my lovely cats. 

 
Underline the correct choice: 

1- (These – This) are the shoes I like. 
2- (This – That) car over there is the best one. 
3- (These – Those) books right here are mine. 
4- (That – Those) store across the street sells clothes. 
5- (Those – This) students over there are my friends. 
6- (This – These) is the year we’ll win the prize. 
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Write the sentences in plural form: 
1- This is a dictionary. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
2- That is my book. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
3- This is my present. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
4- Is this a newspaper? 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
5- Is this a sheep? 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
6- That is a Kuwaiti flag. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

Exercises ゅよΑケキゎれ   
Reading -I 

 
A- Choose the right answer from a, b, c and d:  

 
1. Our school……………….is rich in kinds of chocolates and juice. 

a- leisure  b- canteen  c- facility  d- equipment 
2. It could……………….rain. It’s cloudy today. 

a- personally b- especially c- probably  d- physically 
3. I used to ……………….letters to my pen-friends. 

a-excel  b- recite  c- run  d- post 
4. My mother ……………….on herself preparing meals. She doesn’t like fast food. 

a- limit   b- locate  c- depend  d- excel 
5. Time is……………….to register in the Quran Center. I like reciting the Quran. 

a- convenient b- lively  c- numerous d- equestrian  
6. Some students eat lunch in the school ………………. 

a- nationality   b- referee    c-   javelin        d-canteen 
7. My dad always reads the ……………….newspaper every morning.  

a- delicious  b- spacious  c- local  d-eco-friendly    
8. Your success ……………….on Studying hard all year long. 

a- posts   b- depends           c- snorkels      d-recite   
9. Students do many different activities in the school ……………….hall. 

  a- wheelchair  b- leisure     c- Inuit   d- javelin  
10. Most people prefer tea but ……………….I prefer coffee. 

a- personally  b- quite   c- especially   d- initially   
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B- Fill the spaces with words from the list: 
personally – depend on – facility – equestrian – leisure  

11- I do many useful activities in my ……………………. time. 
12- ……………………..., I like helping all people. 
13- My brother got the top mark because of the……………………... of the exam. 
14- There is a new ……………………... club in our area.  

 
Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 
        Yesterday afternoon, Frank Hawkins was telling me about his experiences    ゆケゅイゎ as a 
young man. Frank is now the head of a very large company, but as a boy he used to work in a 
small shop. It was his job to repair bicycles and at that time he used to work fifteen hours a 
day. He saved money for years and in 1938 he bought a small work-shop of his own.  
        During the war Frank used to make spare parts for planes. At that time, two workers 
were helping him. By the end of the war, the small work-shop had become a large factory 
which employed  ブドヱ seven hundred and twenty-eight people. Frank smiled when he 
remembered his hard-early years and the long road to success. He was still smiling when the 
door opened, and his wife came in. She wanted him to repair their son’s bicycle. 
 
A- Choose the suitable answer from a, b, c or d:  

 

1- The best title for the passage could be: 
a- A Young Man’s Job      b- The Road of success    
c- Repairing bicycles   d- The War 

2- The underlined pronoun (He) in line (8) refers to: 
a- Frank                   b- Frank’s wife         
c- Frank’s company   d- Frank’s son 

3- The underlined word (work-shop) in line (4) means a place where people: 
a- Buy things            b-enjoy leisure time        
c- repair machines   d- cook food 

4- The purpose of the writer is show that: 
a-war is dangerous           b- repairing bicycles is very easy        
c- he has got a son   d- working hard is the key of success 

5- When Frank’s wife came: 
a- Frank got angry           b- The writer got happy 
c- Frank smiled.   d- She wanted money 

6- As a boy frank worked in: 
a- a big company           b- in a workshop 
c- in a factory    d- in a shop 
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B- Answer the following questions: 
 
b- What was Frank telling the writer about? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………
Why did Frank save the money? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Grammar 
A- Choose the correct answer: 
 

(This – These – Those) is Ahmed. He (reads – read – is reading) an English story now. He  
knows English (good – well – nice). (This – that – those) car over there is his father’s car. 

 
B- Do as shown between brackets: 
 

5- I am eating fish now.                             (Ask a question)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
6- Come (quick), please.                          (Correct) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
7- They are playing in the tennis court.        (Negative) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Writing  
   "School is of great importance to us". Plan and write an article of two paragraphs of 
(not less than 8 sentences) about " Your school day", how you spend your day inside 
and outside school. 
  
These guide words may help you: 

 (busy / science lab / subjects / learn / break / computer / friends / recite)  
Planning 

 

My School Day 
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Write your topic here 
My School Day 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
C. Spelling 

 
Re-write the underlined words correctly: 
 
1-Prelosalnay, I like to recite the Holy Quraa'an.                              ................................ 
 
2-My father will run a new business porblbay next month.               ................................ 
 
3-To join a club, you need to fill in a riegstreatoin form.                  ................................ 
 
4-I will psot the e-mail to you tomorrow.                                           ................................ 
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Unit 4 

Instructions and Activities 

 
 

Vocabulary  れやキケヘョャや 
 

ゅョゅヨゎ - ゅバョ  (adv) altogether   れやキゅセケや (n) instructions  
 るらわムョ リΒョや (n) librarian  ユヌわレョ (adj) regular         

ゲΑゲエゎ (n) liberation         ヵヲトΑ (v) fold              
 ペΑゲヅ (n) route               フゲド (n) envelope       

メヲタヲャや るヰィ (n) destination      ヶヤタぺ (adj) original         
るハギカ (n) trick                 スゲΑ (v) sprinkle         
¬ゅトビ (n) lid                     ゆヲらェ- ケヱグよ  (n) seeds            

 ュゅムェみよ ペヤピΑ (v) seal                 るよゲゎ (n) soil                 
 ゾわヨΑ (v) suck                 ¬ゅハヱ (n) Pot                

 るヌェΚョ (n) observation    ゲヨョ (n) corridor            

 
Grammar 

Sequencing words れゅョヤミ  ノよゅゎゎャや  
o :ぃ┪ベﾇا x اث┕┎いا ボぇ│┙│ を╋┶ 〞╊ت ا╊┕اベ[╋╇╊ا を╋┶ ボ╊ベ┯╊ف ا┙┷┃ぅ 

 

 First  いًأو First, I washed and prayed. 

 Then  v Then, I had my breakfast. 

 Next ╅╊ذ ┕┷ポ Next, I went to school. 

 After that ╅╊ذ ┕┷ポ After that, we studied useful things. 

 Finally,  ًاｴ┒أ Finally, we went back home happily.  

 

 
 るヤタゅプ ノッヱ ナェΚル =( , ) .れゅヨヤムャや ログワ ギバよ   

:the following paragraph with sequence words Complete 

             …………………, I broke the eggs. …………………, I heated the butter in the pan. 
…………………, I added the eggs. …………………, I ate omelette with toast. 
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Imperatives (Directions)    ケョやヱΕや  
 

أ‶┙ و│》╃┟¨ إ{ 〈‒┶ｵ:* اﾄ]╋〞 اぃ』 〞ぅ┙‶ゅ 〈‒ع ‶〉 اﾄ]╉ ا╊ｰ │┟┃┓┕م ベ┯┶っء │┷╋ベ[ぇت او 〈┧ぇ┏〞 او   

 
Imperatives  

 اゅوا‶ـــ┙
 

 

                                     Affirmative                          Negative 
 れゅよをや                                        ヶヰ⇒ル                                         

 
 

Turn right.                                  Don't turn   left. 

     Take the first right.                     Don't take the second left .  

 
 ベ┯┶っDon’tء أ‶┙ ボﾒ أن ぅ╇‒ن ا╊┿┷╉ x ا╊┃┧┙ぅ┽ اゅول و ┶》┕ ا╊》】ぃ 〈┟｟╁ ا╊┿┷╉ ポـ  

 

Choose the correct answer: 

         If you want to go to the supermarket, (go – going – went) straight on this street. Then 

(taking – take – took) the first right. But if you want to go to the fish market, (don't take – 

didn't take – doesn't take) the second left, but, (taking – take – took) the first one. It is on the  

seaside. 

Do as shown between brackets: 

1- Play in the street.    (Make negative) 

……………………………………………………………… 

2- (Doesn’t) eat too much to keep healthy. (Correct the verb) 

……………………………………………………………… 

3- Don’t (plays) with matches.   Correct the verb) 

……………………………………………………………… 
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Prepositions of Place 
 ラゅムヨャや ヴヤハ るャやギャや ゲイャや フヱゲェ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 テシヲャや ヶプ in the center  ブヤカ behind 
 ゆヲレィ south ょΑゲホ near 
ベゲセ east モよゅボョ opposite 

 ょルゅイよ next to  ュゅョぺ in front of 
 

Choose the suitable preposition: 
1- Mum is (on – in – behind) the kitchen. 
2- Our cat likes sleeping with me (between – in front of – on) the bed. 
3- I’m waiting for my friend (in front of – under – on) his/her house. 

 

Do as shown between brackets: 
4- We are playing games. I’m hiding ………….……. the door. (Complete) 

…………………………………………………………………….. 
5- I like sitting (in) ……………...my mum and dad on the sofa. (Correct) 

…………………………………………………………………….. 
6- I play in the club.        (Ask a question) 

…………………………………………………………………….. 
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Adverbs of Frequency  
 ケやゲムわャや ヴヤハ メやギャや メゅエャや 

 
:ヶワ メやヲェΕや ログワヱ ¬ヶゼャや ゐヱギェ ンギョ ヴヤハ メギΒャ メやヲェΕや リョ ネヲレャや やグワ ょャゅトャや ュギガわジΑ = 

 
 I always go to the mosque. 100%       ゅヨもやキ always 
 We usually play football on Fridays. 85%      りキゅハ usually 
 She often comes to school late. 60%       ゅらャゅビ often 
 Nora sometimes helps her mother. 50%       ゅルゅΒェぺ sometimes 
 I rarely forget my books. 30%      ケキゅル rarely 
 I never go to the market without money. 0%       やギよや never  

 
Exercises  れゅらΑケギゎ 

Reading -I 
Vocabulary 

 
A- Choose the right answer from a, b, c and d:  
 

1- My teacher always gives us useful …………………. 
a-destinations b- instructions  c- corridors   d- routes 

2- I’m a …………………. visitor to my grandparents. 
a-regular  b- especial   c- original   d- lively  

3- My mother…………………. some salt on the eggs. 
a-sealed  b- recited   c- folded   d- sprinkled 

4- In the new year, the Japanese give children money in red…………………. 
a- envelop   b- observation  c- soil    d- pot 

5- There is a narrow …………………. between the rooms. 
a-liberation  b- trick   c- corridor   d- registration  

 
B- Fill the spaces with words from the list: 
 

original – folded – seeds – soil – suck  
 

6- Trees need good…………………., water and sunshine. 
7- The…………………. Mona Liza is very expensive. 
8-  I used to …………………...my finger after eating sweets. 
9- He …………………...the papers to put them in the envelop. 
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Reading Comprehension 
Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 
            Did you know the largest fish in the world is the shark? It is a large sea animal with 
so small teeth it cannot use them to eat. This fish is the whale shark. Adult whale shark 
averages 25 feet in length. Some reach 40 feet or more. That’s as big as a full-sized school 
bus and twice as big as a great white shark! 
           How can a shark grow so large if it doesn’t use its teeth to eat? It  filters food from the 
water through a kind of filter in its mouth. This creature has a special way to get its food. As 
the whale shark swims through the ocean, it sucks water, tiny  plants, and microscopic 
animals into its five-foot wide mouth. The shark’s huge mouth also catches and swallows 
other small animals, including fish, shrimp, and squid. The whale shark can absorb dissolved 
oxygen from the water. This oxygen passes into its blood. The whale shark has spots on its 
body. Scientists said that each whale shark has its own spot pattern which is different from 
one another. 
 
a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
 
1- What is the main idea of the 1st paragraph? 

a) The size of the whale shark                  b) The dangers of the whale shark     
c) The life of the whale shark                   d) The food of the whale shark 

2- The opposite underlined word "tiny " in the 2nd paragraph is: 
a) huge                        b) loose                  c) very small                d) narrow 

3-The underlined pronoun "It " in the 2nd paragraph refers to: 
a) A shark                   b) mouth                c) Water                       d) oxygen  

4-There are many dangerous sea animals such as: 
          a) whale sharks and turtles                        b) octopuses and small fish 

c) sharks and sea snakes                           d) sharks and dolphins 
5-Whale sharks sucks .................sea animals.  

a) small                       b) big                      c) long                         d) large  
6- What is the purpose of the writer in this passage? 

a) the whale shark has a special life          b) sharks have many types                        
c) whales are dangerous animals               d) whale sharks swallow things 

 
b) Answer the following questions 
 
7-What makes whale sharks different? 
............................................................................................................................................... 
 
8- How can whale sharks breathe? 
................................................................................................................................................  
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II - Writing 
Grammar 

 
A- Choose the correct answer from a, b or c: 
 
              My father said, “(First – Next – Finally), you should work hard. Then, Allah will 
help you. (Am – Is – Be) prepared for any change in your life. (Don’t – Didn’t – Doesn’t) 
waste a lot of time. Allah is (always – rarely – sometimes) with hardworking people.” 
 
A- Choose the correct answer from a, b or c: 
 
           My mother sent me a Whats App message saying: “(First – Then – Finally) go to 
school on time. Then, (listened – listen – listens) to what the teacher says. Don’t (make – 
makes – made) noise in the class. (First – Next – finally), do your homework daily. 
 
B- Do as shown between brackets: 

 
5- Salma studied hard. She didn’t get high marks.      (Join using: but)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
6- My uncle always (visit) us.                (Correct) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
7- She always spells my name wrong.        (Negative) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
8- Sara usually go to school on Fridays.        (Join using: but)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
9- Never (play) with naughty people.         (Correct) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
10- We watch TV ………… the living room.    (Complete) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Writing  
" We need to follow some rules when doing experiments in the science lab."  
Plan and write an article of two paragraphs (not less than 8 sentences) about what we should / 
shouldn't do in the science lab. These guide words may help you: 
 

         (wear / coat / clean / goggles / careful / work alone / tricks / play) 
 

Planning 

Write your topic here 
 

……………………………………. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

C. Spelling 
 

Re-write the underlined words correctly: 
1- Plants need a rich siol to grow well.                                     ............................................ 
2- They fold the papers and put them in an evneolpe.              ............................................ 
3-The lbirearain  always helps me to borrow useful books.     ............................................ 
4-She was kept in the osbevratoin room for a day.                  ............................................ 
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Vocabulary  れやキゲヘヨャや 
 

 ギΒミほわャゅよ Adv definitely   ァゅわエΑ / ょヤトわΑ N require  
ゅΒヨシケ Adv officially  コゅヰィ N appliance  
ザムバΑ V   reflect   ゥゅわョ Adj available  
るΒワゅプケ N luxury  キヱゴΑ V supply  
ゥゲジョ N theatre  ギホヲョ N stove  

 ケヲヰゼョ/ ヶルヲムΑや Adj iconic   ユャゅバャや N globe 
りケゅツェ N civilisation  ラゅゼトハ Adj thirsty  

ゲプヲヤよ N sweater  るヤタヲよ N compass  
 ゆグイΑ V attract   ヵゲゼェ ギΒらョ N insect repellent  

    ヲイレΑ / ヶΒエΑ N survive  

 
Grammar 

Question Forming  メやぼシャや ラΑヱミゎ 
 

  :⇒よ ヶルほル メやぽシ リΑヲムわャ 
 

3-  るよゅィΙや ラヱギよ るヤヨイャや ヶホゅよ 2-  ギハゅジョ モバプ 1-  ュゅヰヘわシや るヨヤミ 

 
.to protect her skinSalma is using sun cream                     

is Salma using sun cream? Why                    
 

    for camping. a tentPeople need                    
do people need for camping? What                   

 
 
 

  ュギガわジゎ(There is)  :ギィヲΑ ヴレバヨよ キゲヘヨャや ノョ 
a pen in my school bag. There is                   

 
  ュギガわジゎ(There are) :ギィヲΑ ヴレバヨよ ノヨイャや ノョ 

3 pens in my school bag. There are                   
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Fill in the spaces with (There is / There are): 
1. …………………. a tree in our garden. 
2. …………………. many posters in our class. 
3. …………………. cows in the field. 
4. …………………. big ships in the harbor today. 
5. …………………. students in class. 
6. …………………. a boy in my class who can walk on her hands. 
7. …………………. good teachers in our school. 
8. …………………. a cat sitting on the bench. 
 

Nouns 
 ¬ゅョシΕや 

 
 

 ギバゎ Ι ¬ゅヨシや  ギバゎ ¬ゅヨシや 

Uncountable nouns 
Countable nouns 

 ノヨィPlural  キゲヘョSingular   
juice water cars a car 
fuel milk boys a boy 
soup oil books a book 
food honey maps a map  
meat bread apples an apple 
flour rice eggs an egg 
cheese butter children a child 
fruit sugar men a man 
soap sun cream feet a foot 
luggage information teeth a tooth 
wood furniture people a person 

 

some / any 
any ヵぺ   some ヂバよ   

  ュギガわジゎ(any)  :るΒヘレヨャや るヤヨイャやヱ メやぽジャや ノョ   ュギガわジゎ(some)  :ょヤトャやヱ るわらんヨャや るヤヨイャや ノョ 
 Have you got any money? 
 No, I haven’t got any money. 

 There are some birds in the sky. 
 Can I have some water, please? 

 

Use (a / an / some / any): 
1.  I usually have ………………… cup of tea after breakfast. 
2.  I'd like to have ………………… rice, please. 
3.  Fahad hasn't got ………………… brothers. 
4.  I usually visit my grandma 3 times ………………… week. 
5.  Have you got ………………… books? 
6.  Ali had ………………… accident yesterday. 
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Indefinite Articles  ケΑミルゎャや れやヱキぺ 

a an 

  ｴ╇《┃╊م اداة ا┕┓┃┟│(a)  وء┕｠ﾇد ا┙┿ﾇا ¨┞いت╂｟╉ ا‒┧ポ   〈╆ベ┞
(b/c/d/f/g/h/l/m…..)  : 

  ｴ╇《┃╊م اداة ا┕┓┃┟│(an)  وء┕｠ﾇد ا┙┿ﾇا ¨┞いت╂｟╉ ا‒┧ポ 
 :  (a/e/i/o/u)‶┃┏┙ك 

a book an apple 
a cat an egg 
a dog an ice-cream 
a fish an orange 
a girl an umbrella 

 ‶┇╉:  ぅ(y)》┯╁  (u)و ذ╊╅ ゅن ベJ ┎┙ف ال  ベ【╃｠┟ぅ(a) أداة ا╊┃》╇ボﾒ(u)  ｴ اベ｠┃〉い《 أن ポ┷┩ ا╊╇╋]ベت ا╊ｰ │｟┕أ ｸ┙ف ال 
 (a university – a uniform) 

 

 ╉ぅ┗ﾇال اデ┟╊اQuestion tag 
 

*:リョ ラヲムわΑヱ )∨マャグミ ザΒャぺ( ヶレバヨよ るヤヨイャや るΑゅヰル ヶプ ゲΒダボャや メやぽジャや ヶゎほΑ 

1  2  3 

ギハゅジョ モバプ  n't  るヤヨイャゅよ ギィヲゎ ユャ やクや   ゅルぺギよ ゅヨミ ヶヰわレル 
 

o She is preparing dinner, isn't she? 
o He can run fast, can't he? 
o Nora wouldn't like to be a dentist, would she? 
o Ahmed won't buy a car, will he? 
o am / is / are / was / were / can / could / will / would / may / might / shall / should / have / has / had /must  :りギハゅジヨャや メゅバプΕや 

  :⇒よ ヶゎほル ギハゅジョ モバプ ギィヲΑ ユャ やクま 
 

o don't ネケゅツョ モバヘャや ラゅミ やクま 

o doesn't s  ヮよ ネケゅツョ モバヘャや ラゅミ やクや 

o didn't ヶッゅョ モバヘャや ラゅミ やクま 
 

o You speak English, don't you? 
o Mona lives in a big house, doesn't she? 
o Sami played tennis yesterday, didn't he? 
o They don't like fish, do they? 

 

Make Question tags: 
1. She’s from a small town in China, ………………………? 
2. They aren’t on their way already, ………………………? 
3. We’re late again, ………………………? 
4. I helped you too much, ………………………? 
5. You shouldn't speak loudly, ………………………? 
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Choose the correct answer: 

6. Hamada isn’t an accountant, ………………………? 
a- is he  b- he isn’t  c- isn’t he  d- he is 

7. There isn’t time for another game, ………………………? 
a- is it  b- isn’t it  c- it isn’t  d- isn’t there 

8. Salma doesn't eat fish, ………………………? 
a- does she b- doesn’t she c- is she  d- does Salma 

9. You stepped on my foot, ………………………? 
a- did you b- didn’t you c- don’t you  c- you didn’t 

10. He never says "No" to danger, ………………………? 
     a- did he  b- didn’t he  c- does he  c- doesn’t he 
 

Connectors  テよゲャや れゅヨヤミ 

 

 
Join the following sentences: 

1- We study English. We study Arabic. 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
2- She is fat. She can run fast. 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
3- I finished my Homework. My mother will take me out. 
......................................................................................................................................... 

 
Choose the correct word: 
         I love uncle Hamza. He is very poor, (and – but – because) he doesn’t ask for help. His 
sons study hard, (and – because – so) they get the highest marks. (Because – But – Also), 
they help their father in his work in their free time.  

but 〈╇╊  also  ベ┫ぅأ 
 │┟┃┓┕م ベ┪っ┾〞 ┾╇┙ة   │┙ｵ┃┿╋┃ﾋ ｵ┃╋ﾀ ┭ポ 〉╊┿╇┙ة

 I like meat. I don’t like fish. 
 I like meat, but I don’t like fish. 

  Ahmed is a good football player. He 
is good at tennis. 
 Ahmed is a good football player. 
Also, he is good at tennis. 

because نゅ   so  ╅╊┗╊ 
     (ボ｠┞ ベ』┕┷ポ uロ) نい  〞┋ぇ┃〉 ベ』┕┷ポ uロ 

 Ali didn’t go to school. He was sick. 
 Ali didn’t go to school because he 
was sick. 

  He has got a lot of money. He helps 
the poor. 
 He has got a lot of money, so he helps 
the poor. 
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Exercises  れゅらΑケギゎ 
Vocabulary 

A- Choose the right answer from a, b, c and d:  

 
B- Fill the spaces with words from the list: 

(available – supplied – thirsty – reflect – luxury) 
1-You can ……………...…… the sun rays by using a mirror. 
2-It is very hot today, so I am …………….……  
3-My uncle is a very rich businessman who lives in …………….……  
4- Everything is …………….…… in our modern villas nowadays. 
5- Modern houses are …………….…… with fresh water and electricity. 
 

Grammar 
A) Choose the correct answer: 
 

        We always have a busy day at school. First, we do (any – some – a) exercise in the 
morning. Then, we go to our classes where we can learn (any – many - an) subjects. 
During the exams, we don't have (some – many - any) time to waste because we are 
always busy studying and doing our projects. 

    
B) Do as shown between brackets: 

 
5- Nora speaks Arabic. Helen speaks English.                 (Join using: but)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
6- (There is) 10 apples in the box.                          (Correct) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
7- We are clever people, ……….……….?                      (Add question tag) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 

1- Modern houses have got …………. like fridges and washing machines. 
 a) compasses b) tricks c) appliances d) routes 
2- The Eiffel Tower is a/an ………………… symbol of Paris in France. 
 a) iconic  b) thirsty c) equestrian d) temporary 
3- My mom bought me a lovely ……………… in winter. 
 a) chatroom b) sweater c) Inuit d) operation 
4- My classmate went to hospital yesterday. He is ……………. ill. 
 a) especially b) gently c) officially d) definitely 
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Reading Comprehension: 
Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 
           Kuwait celebrates its National and Liberation Days in February every year. Hala 
February is a very special occasion for all Kuwaitis. People have special preparations for 
these occasions. They march in groups along the seaside. Streets are decorated with colours 
and flowers. They are very crowded with people and cars. All malls, shops, buildings and 
houses are covered with the green, white, black and red colours of the flag. People of 
different ages sing the national and traditional  songs. They dance and play fireworks.  
       Tourists from all over the world visit Kuwait in this month. The Arabs from the Gulf 
countries come to celebrate with the Kuwaiti people.  It is the time for the Arabian warmth 
and unity. They come to celebrate Hala February Festival which is one of the most important 
events in Kuwait. Shops give special sales and offers because of the event. They give special 
discounts because of these celebrations.   
      This festival is a national holiday in Kuwait.  People are free of their duties and work. 
Everybody celebrates and has fun. People feel happy and proud. 
a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
 

1- What is the best title for the passage? 
a)  A Great Occasion in a special month    b) Special Holidays    
c) The Arabian Warmth                              d) Celebrations 

2- What is the opposite of the word " traditional  " in the 1st paragraph? 
a) modern                  b) pop                        c) romantic                 d) classical 

3-The underlined pronoun " They" in the 1st paragraph refers to: 
a)  people                   b) streets                   c) groups                    d) countries 

4-Hala February is a/ an…………. occasion. 
a) political and national                               b) social and industrial 
c) social and cultural                                   d) cultural and romantic  

5-People from................... visit Kuwait in February. 
a) the gulf countries                                    b) all over the world                       
c) Africa and Europe                                   d) Asia and America 

6- What is the purpose of the writer in this passage?  
a) Focusing on the fact that that the National Day is a special celebration.      
b) Showing that offers and sales are good for us. 
c) Explaining that clothes and toys are available in February    
d) Telling us that February is full of flags and flowers 

b) Answer the following questions: 
7-Why do tourists visit Kuwait in February? 
........................................................................................................................................... 
8-What do people do to celebrate this occasion? 
........................................................................................................................................... 
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Writing 
My free time 

"Free time is the time for doing different activities and hobbies. " Plan and write a 
report of two paragraphs (8 sentences) about your Free Time talking about indoor 
activities and outdoor activities. 
These guide words and phrases may help you: 

reading – computer games – playing sports – friends – club – beach 
Planning 

 
Write your topic here 

Free Time 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
C. Spelling 

Re-write the underlined words correctly: 
 
1-We take a cmopsas and a stove in a camping trip.                         .................................. 
2- Blue sweaters are aliavalbe in 360 Mall.                                       ..................................  
3-You are dfeintiley coming tomorrow.                                             .................................. 
4-Camels can svurvie in the desert.   .................................. 

Free Time 
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Unit 6 – Ccelebrations and Food 

 
 

Vocabulary  れやキゲヘヨャや 
 

pour  (V) ょダΑ vegetarian  (Adj)  ヶゎゅらル 
chop  (V)  ノトボΑ counter  (N) オらトャや りギツレョ 
stir  (V)  ょヤボΑ questionnaire  (N) ラゅΒらわシや 
ingredients (N) れゅルヲムョ religious  (Adj)  ヶレΑキ 
slice  (N)  るエΑゲセ independence  (N) メΚボわシや 
gently  (Adv.) ペプゲよ magnificently  (Adv.)  ヮハヱゲよ 

grease   (V) ユエゼャや モΑゴΑ  ろΑゴΑ /   costume  (N)  ヵコ- サゅらャ  

stick - stuck (V)  ペダヤΑ   occasion  (N)   ヮらシゅレョ 

tasteless  (Adj)  ユバヅ Κよ argument  (N)  メやギィ–  キゅェ スゅボル  

cuisine  (N) オらトョ    

 

Grammar 

ゲもゅヨツャやPronouns  
 

 :ユシΙや モエョ モエゎ るヨヤミ ヲワ ゲΒヨツャや 
Ali plays football. 
He plays football.  
 
Ahmed meets Sami. 
Ahmed meets him   at school. 

 
  :モバヘャや ギバよ メヲバヘヨャや ゲもゅヨッヱ モバヘャや モらホ モハゅヘャや ゲもゅヨッ ヶゎほゎ 

 

 メハゅプ ケもゅョッ 

 メ⇒バプ 

バヘョ ケもゅョッ ⇒ メヱ  
I me 

You you 
He him 
She  her 
It it 

We us 
They them 

 メハゅプ ケΑョッ  ケΑョッメヱバヘョ 
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 Ali  is absent today. 
 He is absent today. 

 

 Mr. Salim loves his wife. 
 He gives her presents. 

 Ahmed and Sami are friends. 
 They help each other.  

 I visited my uncle yesterday. 
 I visited him in the evening. 

 

 Nora is a good girl. 
 She helps people. 

 I help my friends. 
 I help them to do homework. 

 

Examples  るΑミヤョ ケもゅョッ 

 uリ ╂｟╉ ا╊┣ぃء اﾇ]╋‒ك ポ uリ┷┕ ا╊┣ぃء اﾇ]╋‒ك أ‶┇╋〞
 This is my pen. 
 This pen is mine. 

 
 Is that your car? 
 Is that car yours? 

 
 This is their car. 
 I know it is theirs. 

mine my 

yours your 

his his 

hers her 

its its 

theirs their 
ours our 

 

Choose the correct answer: 
       My father took (we - us – our) to Dubai last summer holiday. (I – Me – My) sister 
Mariam was happy because. (I – me – my) bought Barbie doll to (his – her – their). 
 
 
 

First Conditional 

 ヴャヱΕや るΒヅやゲわセΙや るャゅエャや 
 

If   テΒジよ ネケゅツョ 
 モらボわジョ 

will + verb 
 

If  you study hard, you will get high marks. 
If  Salma invites me, I will  enjoy the party. 

 

You will get high marks if  you study hard. 
I will  enjoy the party if  Salma invites me. 

if 
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Second Conditional 

 るΒルゅんャや るΒヅやゲわセΙや るャゅエャや 
 

If   テΒジよ ヶッゅョ Would + verb 

 

If  you worked hard, you would pass. 
If  I were a doctor, I would help sick people. 

 

You would meet new friends if  you travelled abroad. 
People would die  if  they drank  dirty water. 

 

Choose the correct answer:: 
1. If Nora travels, she (be – will be – is) happy. 
2. Sami would succeed if he (study – studies – studied) well. 
3. If I were a doctor, I (will help – would help – helped) the sick. 
4. We would enjoy if we (see – saw – sees) the film. 
 

Correct the following verbs:  
5. If I go to the sea, I (swim).                          …………………………………… 
6. If she asked me, I (help) her.                       …………………………………… 
7. If you called me, I (answer) you.                 …………………………………… 
8. Ali would buy a car, if he (have) money.    …………………………………… 

 

How much How many 

〞ぇ[╇╊ال ┶〉 ا╊┟┷┙ و اデ┟╋╊ ال ┶〉 ا╊┷┕د │┟┃┓┕م  │┟┃┓┕مデ┟╋╊  

 How much is your jacket? 
     It’s 15 KD. 
 How much water do you drink a day? 

     I drink 2 litres. 

 How many books do you have? 
  I have 2 books 

Make Questions: 
shirts yesterday.-Salim bought three T -1            

              ………………………………………………………………………..   
2- There are five rooms in my house. 

………………………………………………………………………..   
3- This dress is 20 KD. 

………………………………………………………………………..   
4- People should drink a lot of water every day. 

………………………………………………………………………..   
5- Salma adds little sugar in her tea. 

………………………………………………………………………..   
 

if 
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 れゅらΑケギゎExercises 

I. Reading 
A. Vocabulary 

A)  Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
 

 
B- Fill the spaces with words from the list: 

 (chop - slices – tasteless - questionnaire -  magnificently) 
6- How many ……………….………. of meat would you like? 
7-No one ate the cake because it was ……………….……….  
8-You have to ……………….………. cucumber to make salad. 
9-My house was ……………….………. decorated on my birthday. 
10- You should answer the ……………….………. and hand it over to your teacher. 

B. Reading Comprehension 
Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 
 
        Special occasions have their memories and impacts on children's minds. It was Saturday 
when Mariam was getting ready for her birthday party. She invited many friends. In just 
three hours, all of her friends would arrive with presents and excitement. Every year, Mariam 
and her mother make a chocolate cake fresh on that day. “Mariam, I think you’re old enough 
to make the cake yourself this year, I’m sure you can do it. Remember what we say?”, 
Mother said. “Yes, baking is just a little sugar and a little spice.”, said Mariam. Then she 
went to the kitchen to start making the cake while her mother was going to blow up the 
balloons. 
 
          Mariam finished making the cake. Then she called her mother. “It’s ready to put the 
cake into the oven". The mother put it  into the oven. When the cake came out, something 
seemed wrong. The cake was almost as hard as a rock!  Mariam did exactly what she was 
supposed to do. But the mother found out that her daughter forgot to add the eggs to the 
cake!  
 
 
 

1-  Salem is a trouble maker student. He always starts ……………. 
 a) routes b) arguments  c) corridors d) librarians 
2- Kuwaitis wear the national ………………. on 25th of February. 
 a) globe b) sweater c) theater d) costume   
3- Fahad put two ………… of bread into the toaster. 
 a) slices b) civilization c) compass d) envelope 
4- This restaurant serves …………... food so only a few people go there. 
 a) vegetarian b) religious c) tasteless d) thirsty 
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a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
 
1- What is the best title of the passage? 
         a) A Special Day                                  b) A Birthday Party       
         c) The Good Cook                               d) A Delicious Cake 
2- The underlined pronoun "it " in the 2nd paragraph refers to: 
         a) the egg                                             b) the cake                  
         c) the party                                           d) the kitchen   
3- The opposite of the underlined word "remember" in the 1st paragraph is: 
        a) forget                                                b) require                      
        c) suppose                                             d) need 
4- We need ………………….. to make a cake. 

a) flour, eggs, butter and baking powder  b- no baking powder, cream and cheese  
c) vanilla, flour and salt                            d- nuts, vanilla and butter. 

5- ………………….. children can cook well. 
         a) Some                                                b) All                      
         c) Most                                                 d) No 
6- What is the purpose of the writer in this passage? 
        a) step by step keeps things well           b) we should help our mother                                                  
        d) girls can cook well                            d) eggs are not important to make a cake 
b) Answer the following questions: 
7-What was wrong with Mariam's cake? 
.................................................................................................................................................. 
8-How did the mother prepare for Mariam's birthday party? 
.................................................................................................................................................. 
 

II. Writing 
Grammar 

A) Choose the correct answer: 
       (I – me – my) would like to tell you about my day. In the morning, I send Whats App 
messages to (much – many – a) of my friends. If you love people, they (love – will love – 
would love) you.  
    
B) Do as shown between brackets: 
1- I will buy five stories tomorrow.                                         (Ask a question)  
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
2- If we went to the USA, we (see) new places..       (Correct) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  
3- Sama will visit her relatives,………………………...?        (Add question tag) 
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Writing 
"February is a special month when people in Kuwait celebrate the National Day and Hala 
February" 
Plan and write a report of 2 paragraph (not less than 8 sentences) about “February 
Celebrations” talking about a national celebration in Kuwait and Hala February festival. 
These guide words and phrases may help you: 

celebrate – liberation – independence – magnificently – shopping – sales – malls - cheap 
Planning 

Write your topic here 
My School Day 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

C. Spelling 
Re-write the underlined words correctly: 
1- I know about the ignred netis of some Indian recepies.              .................................... 
 

2- Weddings are special oaccisnos.                                                 ..................................... 
 

3- My sister is vageterain.  .................................... 
 

4- People wear different costumes in Japan.  .................................... 

 
         ゲワゅらャや ゥゅイレャや ヱ ペΒプヲわャゅよ れゅΒレヨわャや ょΒヅや ノョ            ユΒヤシ ギャゅカ 

February Celebrations 
   

   

   
   

   
   
   
   
   
   


